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The purpose of this thesis is to apply the wavelet transform WT to 

multiresolution structures for analyzing the information content of images based on 

multiresolution signal decomposition of the wavelet representation. The advantage 

of the wavelet transform is the fact that it uses different building blocks than the 

Fourier's sines and cosines and can also work around any gaps in the data. The 

wavelet block has start and end points and is a right tool for analyzing 

nonstationary signals. The wavelet transform is related to wavelets, a scaling 

function and an input signal. From Haar scaling and wavelets, the wavelet 

transform system was built by using multiresolution signal decomposition. Since 

Daubechies' scaling and wavelets contain very unique characteristics, which can 

compress signals having constant or linear components, they were chosen to build 

both 1-D and 2-D wavelet transforms. 

In this thesis, three test signals were carefully selected to be used for 

comparing the efficiencies of data compression between the wavelet and the 
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Fourier transform. By visually inspecting the results, a wavelet reconstructed signal 

shows better resolution than the same Fourier reconstructed sginal under the 

same compression ratio. 

The process of signal decomposition and reconstruction is described as 

follows: A signal is first broken down into its low and high frequency components. 

The part that contains the low frequency components contains most of the 

information, is again decomposed into low and high parts. The coarsest signal is 

kept in the last stage of the lowpass filter operation. It is obtained through a 

pyramidal algorithm based on convolutions with quadrature mirror filters. 

Finally, two specific applications (scaling up and image classification) of 

wavelet analysis are presented for the case of forested landscapes in the Pacific 

Northwest, U.S.A. The NMSE (normalized mean square error) is used to quantify 

the amount of information change with image scaling up. To relate changes in 

ecological function with changes in ecological pattern and information content 

which occurs in the process of data compression using the wavelet, a simple 

classification is performed. Thus, changes in information which occur in scaling-up 

(i.e. the change in forest pattern which results from filtering using the wavelet) are 

related to changes in ecological function. 

It is hoped that the results of the study will contribute to issues concerning 

data compression using satellite imagery to monitor forest health and develop 

understanding for scaling problems in ecology. 
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Wavelet Analysis as a Signal Processing Method for Multiresolutioin 
Signal Decomposition in Natural Resources Applications 

Chapter 1
 

Introduction
 

Digital signal processing has become an essential part of modern scientific 

and technological activity (Oppenheim, and Schafer,1989). Signal processing is 

used in telecommunications (e.g. telephone and television), in the transmission and 

analysis of satellite images in the fields of natural and physical sciences, and in the 

analysis of medical images. With the adoption of new natural resource policies, 

image processing is increasingly being used to monitor forest and water resources. 

All of these applications involve the analysis and interpretation of complex time 

series signals. The signals usually appear as functions of time for one dimensional 

signals, and as functions of location for two dimensional signals or images. 

1.1 Signal type 

We have defined a set of tasks or operations to be performed on signals or 

images. To solve the problem of choosing the right tool, it is necessary to classify 

signals by distinguishing stationary signals, nonstationary signals, and transient 

signals. A signal is stationary if its properties are statistically invariant over time. A 

well-known stationary signal is a white noise signal. A stationary signal can exhibit 

unexpected events, but we know in advance the probabilities of these events. A 

signal is nonstationary if its properties are statistically variant over time 

(Meyer,1993). The ideal tool for studying stationary signals is the Fourier transform. 
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In other words, stationary signals decompose canonically into linear combinations 

of sines and cosines. In the same way, signals that are not stationary decompose 

into linear combinations of wavelets, (Ranchin and Wald , 1993). Remotely sensed 

images are examples of typical nonstationary signals (Ranchin and Wald,1993). 

The objectives of signal processing generally are to analyze accurately, 

code efficiently, transmit rapidly and reconstruct the signal at the receiver 

(Meyer,1993). Typically the input signal x is decomposed in the analysis section 

with the aid of some mathematical techniques such as Fourier analysis (Figure 

1.1). Since the weights of signals are usually unevenly distributed in the frequency 

domain, it is necessary to chose a transform tool to analyze accurately the signal. 

The analyzed signal is then encoded and transmitted through the transmission 

channel. At the receiver, the signal is reconstructed as x. If a proper tool is used 

Different Transforms Data in other than Inverse Transform
1. Fourier Transform Time or Space Domain (from Frequency to Time Domain)
2. Wavelet Transform 

Output
RAI 

0.Encoding and x
TransmissionAnalysis Section Synthesis Section
Channel 

Decomposed Signal Components (Coefficients) 
the Input Signal Can be 1-D or 2-D 

Figure 1.1 Analysis and Synthesis Structure 
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channel. At the receiver, the signal is reconstructed as x. If a proper tool is used 

both in analysis and synthesis section, the reconstructed signal x at output of the 

receiver should be very close to the original signal. 

1.2 Two-Dimensional Image Analysis 

In contrast to 1-D digital signals, two-dimensional digital image analysis is 

less well-documented. We are surrounded by all kinds of images in everyday life: 

photographs, television, printed material. Each image relies on the incredibly 

powerful visual input channel into the human brain (Pennebaker and 

Mitchell,1993). While there is no doubt that we think of images as two dimensional 

signals, they often have several dimensions. For example, color, motion, and 

stereo images can be considered as additional dimensions to the information in an 

image. 

For simplicity, consider a digital image obtained by scanning a 

monochromatic photograph. We create a two-dimensional array of samples, where 

each pixel with different bit precision is usually sufficient to give the illusion of a 

continuous range of gray scale values to accommodate the human eye when the 

image is observed on a typical CRT (cathode ray tube) screen. Each sample in a 

monochrome image is called a pixel. Because the amount of data in a digital image 

can be extremely large, it is very important to understand the relationship between 

bit and sample or pixel.The following four examples in figure 1.2 (a through d) 

illustrate some of different digital image data types. These are examples of a 

monochrome still image: (a) original one, (b) eight bits/sample, (c) four 

bits/sample, and (d) one bit/sample. With the decrease in bits/sample ratio, a 
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corresponding decrease in image clarity and resolution is observed. 

1.3 Fourier and Wavelet Transforms 

Fourier series and the Fourier transform have been used as reliable tools 

for signal analysis for many years and have proven to be extremely versatile in 

applications ranging from spectral analysis to image processing (Cody, 1992). 

Fourier method is used to separate the whole signal into pure harmonics. The 

signal becomes an infinite sum of sine and cosine waves. Even worse, Fourier 

analysis can not be processed if there are gaps in the data; the gaps must be filled 

in by some numbers before the transform can be computed. 

A relatively new tool in signal processing is the wavelet transform. It is the 

result of work performed by a number of researchers. Instead of sine and cosine 

bases in Fourier that go on forever, the new basis are wavelets. These are short 

waves that start and stop, and they all come from one family "parents". So they 

look alike. The advantages of wavelets become apparent. Using wavelets, the 

analyst can "zoom in" on details, much like a camera with a zoom lens. Besides, 

wavelet theory can also work around any gaps in the data, in effect postponing the 

guesswork, which must be performed in Fourier, until after the transform has been 

taken (Cipra, 1990). 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

Following the introduction, chapter 2 reviews Fourier analysis and introduces 

the wavelet transform. Chapter 3 discusses important aspects of Daubechies 

wavelet and scaling functions. Also 1-D and 2-D wavelet transforms are 
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implemented using PV- WAVE code. Finally three typical test signals are created 

to test the difference between the Fourier and the wavelet transform. Chapter 4 

details the applications of this signal processing method in forest ecology, which 

includes data compression, image scaling up, and image classification. 

ab 
c d 

Figure 1.2 Examples of still image precisions. From top left to down 
right: (a) 8 bits/sample, (b) 4 bits/sample, (c) 2 bits/sample, and (d) 
1 bit/sample. 
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Chapter 2 

Mathematical Aspects of the Fourier and Wavelet Transforms 

2.1 Fourier transform 

Conventional Fourier analysis decomposes a signal into frequency 

components and determines the relative magnitude of each component, but it 

does not tell us when and where the signal exhibited the particular frequency 

characteristic. Let f(t) be an absolutely integable function, then 

F(0) = f :fit) C-03 dt 2.1 

fit) = f F(() ef° dt 2.2 

equation 2.1 is its Fourier transform, and equation 2.2 is the inverse Fourier 

transform. Equation 2.1 requires to integrate f(t) over the entire time axis; equation 

2.2 would require to integrate F(n) over the entire frequency axis. Fourier analysis 

assumes the world is made of sine and cosine curves. A large amplitude F(Q) at 

a particular frequency indicates something important is happening there. For 

example, a Fourier transform of stream temperatures profile, which is function of 

time, is likely to have large amplitude for the frequencies corresponding to hours 

and days, because the temperatures are likely to be quite similar at those intervals. 

In many applications the original time function is essentially ignored, because the 

Fourier transform contains the same information in more allegiant form. Although 

it has such powerful method, it does have drawbacks. For instance, if the 
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temperature reading are found to be in error, even for single hour or day, it is 

necessary to recompute the amplitudes for all frequencies in the Fourier transform. 

Even worse, Fourier analysis grinds to a halt if there are gaps in the data; the gaps 

must be filled in by sort of mathematical guesswork before the transform can be 

computed. 

2.2 Wavelet transform 

To overcome the shortcomings of the Fourier transform, a French 

geophysicist, Jean Morlet came up with a new method (or another kind of 

transform) to analyze a signal. He called it the wavelet transform (WT) 

(Daubechies, Mallat, and Willsky, March, 1992). WT is another map from one 

domain to another. Similar to the Fourier transform, it has basis functions, but 

instead of going on forever, it has start and end points. The basis functions are 

made from two functions, one is a wavelet function w(t) and the other one is a 

scaling function p(t). The Wavelet transform WT, therefore, is the result of an input 

signal, i.e., the wavelet function w(t) and scaling function 0(t). 

2.2.1 Wavelet function w(t) 

Let us look at the concept suggested by the scaling property of Fourier 

transforms. If a function u(t) has a Fourier transform 4i(f2), then 

1 
III (t) .. sra ir(a0) 2.3 

Va a 

where a is greater than zero and it is a continuous variable. From equuation 2.4 
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we can observe that the function's contraction in one domain is accompanied by 

an expansion in the other (Akansu and Haddad 1992). A typical wavele and its 

dilation are shown in figure 2.1 along with the corresponding Fourier transform. 

The wavelet family is thus defined by scale and shift (or amplitude 

modulation and translation) parameters a,b. 

-b1 a =1 41(1-a) 2.4id 

where a is positive real value , and b is a real value. For large a, the basis function 

becomes a stretched version of the prototype wavelet w(t), that is, a low-frequency 

function, while for small a, this basis function is a contracted version of the wavelet 

function w(t), which is a short-duration, high frequency function. Depending on the 

scaling parameter a, the wavelet function w(t) dilates or contracts in time, causing 

the corresponding contraction or dilation in the frequency domain. Thus, the 

wavelet transform provides a flexible time-scale resolution. Figure 2.2 illustrates 

both wavelet function and its Fourier transform by varying the scale parameter a 

while b is set to zero. These 3-D plots visually show how the wavelet function 

changes when the parameter a is varied. 

2.2.2 Scaling function 0(t) 

The idea of scaling function bases comes from multiresolution analysis 

spaces (Strang, May-June, 1994). The objective is to observe a signal at multiple 

scales: fine, medium and coarse. We resolve it at each scale by averaging signal. 

An example of a family of the scaling functions is: 
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(I( t) = 2-"`,24)( 2-mt-n ) 2.5 

where m and n are integers. 

2.2.3 Forming wavelet transform 

The wavelet transform is founded on basis functions formed by dilation and 

translation of a prototype function p(t). The w(t) functions have short-duration for 

high-frequency and long-duration for low-frequency. They are much better suited 

for representing short bursts of high-frequency signals or long-duration slowly 

varying signals (Akansu and Haddad, 1992). 

The wavelet transform is then defined by equation 2.6 in terms of the 

wavelet family wth(t). As we can see, the wavelet transform is a map which 

converts one domain signal into 2-D domains. 

W.t( a, b ) = 4rab( t ) fit) dt 2.6 

The inverse wavelet transform is 

r- r- Wia rab(t) da db 2.7At)=TJ 
_... o 2 a
4r 

where 

C4' ro do=- /117(a)/ 2
J 
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g(t) cos Opt 

t 
0 

2110 

3n0 

Figure 2.1 Wavelet family in time and frequency domains 

0 
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Figure 2.2 3-D wavelet family in time and frequency domains 
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if identity holds (Klauder and Sudarshan, 1968). 

2.3 The discrete wavelet transform 

The wavelet transform defined by eq.2.6 suffers from two drawbacks: the 

integral going on forever and impracticality. The first is obvious from the nature of 

the wavelet transform and the latter from the fact that both transform parameters 

are continuous (scaling a , and shifting b). These two problems can be solved by 

sampling the parameters (a, b) to observe a set of wavelet functions in discretized 

parameter space (Akansu and Haddad, 1992). 

2.8a = aom b = nboaom 

For the dyadic multiresolution developed in the next section, we would like to set 

at, = 2 and 130 = 1. 

a = 2m ; b = n 2m 

to generate the wavelet family: 

2.9iitws ( t ) = ao'42 iv ( aon n bo ) 

where m, n are integers. If this set is complete in L2(R) for some choice of q/(t), a, 

b, then the { wr(t)} are called affine wavelets. L2(R) denotes the vector space of 

measurable, square-integrable one-dimensional functions f(x). Then we can 

express any f(t) E L2(R) as the superposition 

f(t) =Em Es, d,*.(t) 2.10 

where the wavelet coefficient dm, is the convolution of f(t) and qi rn(t) 
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44, ----f fit) ilr(a,;1"t -nbo ) dt 2.11 
aom12 

The orthonormal wavelets are orthonormal in both indices, i.e., 

f41,(t)iir,//(t)dt = 1, m .m , =n' 
= 0, otherwise 

This implies that for the same scale m the wavelets are orthonormal in time, which 

is related to Daubechies wavelet and will be used in finding Daubechies' wavelet 

coefficients in chapter 3, and they are also orthonormal across the scales. It will 

be seen in the next section that a wavelet function is a high-pass filter. 

Similarly, the scaling functions (to be defined in the next section) satisfy an 

orthornormality condition, but only within the same scale m. The following equation 

implies that the scaling functions 0, and orn, are orthornormal to each other and 

do not overlap, which will be used in finding coefficients of a low-pass filter in 

chapter 3. 

f4),(04),(0dt =a_, 

2.4 Multiresolution signal decomposition 

In this section, we will show how wavelet bases can be constructed from a 

multiresolution signal analysis developed by Mallat and Meyer for constructing 

orthonormal wavelets of compact support and linking wavelet families and the 

pyramid tree expansions of a signal. The key idea behind a pyramid tree is 
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multiresolution. We will resolve a signal at multiple scales: fine, medium and 

coarse. Multiresolution signal analysis, much like a camera with a zoom lens, 

provides the links between signal, wavelet families and scaling functions. 

2.4.1 Multiresolution analysis spaces 

A multiresolution analysis consists of a sequence of closed sub spaces { 

Vm I m E Z} of L2 (R) which have the following properties (Akansu and Haddad, 

1992): 

1. Containment : 

V2 c V1 c V0 c Vi c V2 2.12 

4 Coarser Finer 

2. Completeness: 

n vm = { 0 } u v,. L2(R) 
nteZ meZ 

where the union of all the Vr,. is L2(R), and the intersection of all of the spaces 

contains only the origin, 

2 . Scaling property: 

f (x) e V. -<=>- f (2x ) E Vin-1 for any function f E L 2( R) 2.13 

3. The Basis/Frame property: There exists a scaling function 0(t) E Vo such that 

the set 0(t n) constitutes an orthonormal basis for Vo. It follows that the set 

2.14{ Cin(t) = 2:142 4)( 2-mt-n ) } 
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is an orthonormal basis for Vm , i.e. 

f4),( t) 4:1),,( t ) dt = an 2.15 
-n, 

Next, let Wm be the orthogonal complement of Vm in Vm_, , i.e., 

= v, ED wn, 

Vm1Wm 2.16 

By applying the chain rule, 

Vm-3 = Vm -2® Wm-2 

14,_1ED Wm -1® Wm-2 
2.17 

VmED Wme) Wm-1@ Wm-1 

we can show that the difference of information between the Vr,3 and Vri.2 can be 

extracted by Wm.2 . 

In the Frame property, the scaling function 0(t) is related to the space Vo. 

Let us now associate the wavelet function (I'M with Wo. Introduce projection 

operator Pm, Qm from L2(R) onto Vm and Wm (Multiresolution signal decomposition). 

Any function f can be approximated by Pof (its projection onto Vm.1). From 

equation 2.16 , this approximation f can be expressed as a sum of projections 

onto Vm and Wm 

= Pmf + 2.18 

where Pmf is the low pass part of f in Vm and CLif is the high frequency detail or 
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wavelet coefficients. It can be interpreted as reconstructed processing or reverse 

wavelet transform. Equation 2.18 can be expressed as CIJ = P,_if - PJ, which 

can be interpreted as difference processing. 

Now suppose we start with a scaling function 0(t), along with its translates 

{0(t-n)} that span space Vo. Then V-1 is spanned by {0(2t-n)}. According to the 

containment property, we know that VO is a subset of V-1, therefore, 0(t) can be 

expressed as a linear scaling function 0(2t). Thus, 

= E ho(n)4)(2t -n) 

where the coefficient set {ho(n)} are the interscale coefficients, which are the 

coefficients of a low-pass filter, and will be studied in next section and in chapter 

3. 

Similarly, the wavelet function w(t) can be expressed as a linear wavelet w(t): 

*(t) = E hi(n)ilr(2t -n) 

where the set {hi (n)} are the coefficients of a high-pass filter, and also will be 

studied in next section and chapter 3. 

2.4.2 Multiresolution decomposition illustrated by Haar wavelet 

The construction of wavelets begins with the vectors spaces which were 

studied in the multiresolution analysis space. For simplicity, it is always a good idea 

to use 0, and 1 to represent our world. We can think of the set {f(n)} as an N 

dimensional vector f and represent it by the superposition, see eq. 2.19. 

For example, a signal f(n) = [4 2 5 5], and can be expressed as the follows: 
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f=Vo.fi ../N_I 1 10[1 0 0...0 ] +f1[0 1 0....0]+...+fN-1[0 0...0 1] 2.19 

[4 2 5 5] = 4 [1 0 0 0] +2 [0 1 0 0] +5 [0 0 1 0] +5 [0 0 0 1]. 

it is formed by 4 dimensions, which are defined as bases. 

The best bases have a valuable property, which were mentioned in 

multiresolution analysis space (e.g. they should be orthognal or perpendicular). 

The existence of basis are not unique, the German mathematician Alfred Haar 

discovered a perpendicular basis in 1910 by dilation, or squeezed, and translation, 

or shifting the basic basis 1's and 0's (Strang 1994). Four dimensions Haar vector 

are expressed as following: 

Haar4={ [1 1 1 1]T, [1 1 -1 -1]T,[1 -1 0 0]T,[0 0 1 -1]T } 

Haar2={ [1 1]T, [1 -1]T1 

The first column of Haar4 is called as scaling function go(t), the other three are 

called the wavelet family wry,(t) for they have the same shape and different size in 

time axis; see figure 2.3. They illustrate the Haar wavelet and scaling function time 

response along with their frequency response. 

First, we will observe Haar's multiresolution properties and then demonstrate 

the Haar forward and reverse wavelet transform procedure. 

1. Properties:
 

Containment
 

Column 1 of Haar2 is the subset of column 1 of Haar4, therefore, the containment
 

property is satisfied.
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Completeness and scaling properties 

The union of column1 of Haar4 and Haar2 is L2(R), and therefore, the intersection 

of the spaces contains only the origin. 

Basis property 

It is true since n does not equal to m and Haar41, Haar42 do not overlap, and 

then we can express it as the following integral equation 

f4( t n ) 44)( t m )dt = 

1.2 

(t)	 1.0 

0 0.8 
7:1 

0.6 

0.4
 

0 1 E
 
0.2 

(a)	 0.0 

0 10 20 so 40 50 

0 10 20 so 40 

n
 

Figure 2.3 Haar scaling and wavelet in time and frequency domains 

60 
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2.4.3 Wavelet transform of Haar's wavelet and scaling function 

Haar wavelet and scaling function can be generated by using finite impulse 

response (FIR) filter banks. The whole system involves the wavelet and scaling 

function shifting and dilation, in terms of decimation and convolution. We will again 

consider [4 2 5 5] as an example in order to illustrate the decomposition and 

reconstruction (see figure 2.4). 

The decimation implies the signal being scaled up and getting coarser. Before 

doing the reconstruction, the original signal is transformed into the following 

wavelet coefficients: 

[ 4 2 5 5] > 4[1 1 1 1] -1[1 1 -1 -1] + 1[1 -1 0 0 ] + 0[ 0 0 1 -1] 

This process transforms the signal into four pieces: a scaling function and three 

wavelets, and [ 4 -1 1 0 ] are scaling and wavelet coefficients, respectively. We can 

see an application of data compression right here. Instead of sending the original 

signal [4 2 5 5], we can send those scaling and wavelet coefficients, which contain 

one zero and a much smaller number than the original signal, and can still 

reconstruct the signal back without considerable distortion. 

The Haar scaling function made approximation very poor because it was 

made from coefficients 1's. In the next chapter, Daubechies's scaling and wavelets 

will be applied to form wavelet transform both for 1-D and 2-D digital signal 

processing. 
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[ 4 ] 

11
[3 5] 

11 wavelet
 
[ 4 2 5 5] coefficients
 

[4 -1 1 0]
 
110

_..J8 Ow 

11
 

11
 
[4 2 5 5]
 

-1 1 _ 
-1 1
 

Figure 2.4 1-D Haar wavelet signal decomposition and reconstruction 
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Chapter 3 

Signal decomposition computer simulation (wavelet transform) 

There are so many ways to choose wavelet transform coefficients. One of 

them uses the well-known Daubechies method. Daubechies found a pulse that 

starts and stops and is perpendicular to all its dilations and shifts. It is based on 

four taps of FIR filter coefficients dl, d2, d3, and d4. Her scale and wavelet functions 

are referred as lowpass filter H and highpass filter G 

H: dl + d2i1 + d3z-2 + d4z-3 

G: d4 - d3z-11- d2z-2 - diz-3 

where, f1 is a delay element. 

3.1 How do we choose those coefficients d for scaling and wavelet 
function? 

1. We want all signals with constant and linear parts to have zero high-

frequency components so they can be greatly compressed. Therefore, two 

equations can be written, i.e., 

[ d4, -d3, d2,-d, ] * [ 2, 2, 2, 2 ]7 = 0 3.1 

where [2, 2, 2, 2] represents constant signal. 

[ -d3, d2, -d1 ] * [ 1, 2, 3, 4]7 = 0 3.2 

where [1, 2, 3, 4 ] represents linear signal. 

2. We want the wavelet function to be orthonormal (see chapter 2, 

multiresolution frame property) and scaling function to be constant. 

[ d4, -d3, d2,-d1,0, 0 * [0, 0, d4, -d3, d2,-d, ]T = 0 3.3 
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d, +d2+d3+d4 = 2 3.4 

where the constant 2 is chosen for the sake of convenience. 

Therefore, these four variables can be solved by solving these four equations, i.e., 

dl = 0.683; d2= 1.183; d3 = 0.317; d4 = -0.183. 

Figure 3.1 displays Daubechies (4-tap) wavelet and scaling function along with their 

frequency responses. 

3.2 How do we build the wavelet transform? 

Daubechies discovered that the wavelet transform can be implemented with 

a specially designed pair of FIR filters called a "Quadrature Mirror Filter" (QMF). 

QMF filters are used in digital speech analysis and spectral decomposition 

(Cody,1992). QMFs are distinctive because the frequency responses of the two 

FIR filters separate the high frequency and low-frequency components of the input 

signal (see figure 4.1 c).The dividing point is usually halfway between 0 Hertz to 

half the data sampling rate. 

Mallat (1988) has shown that the tree algorithm can be applied to the 

wavelet transform by using the wavelet coefficients as the filter coefficients of the 

QMF filter pairs. The same wavelet coefficients are used in both low and high pass 

filters. The output of each low-pass filter is the approximation component of the 

original signal for that level of tree. The output of each high-pass filter is the detail 

component of the original signal at that level of tree. Decimation by two 

corresponds to the multiresolutional nature of the scaling and wavelet functions. 

The reverse wavelet transform essentially performs the operations 

associated with the forward wavelet transform in the opposite direction. The detail 
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coefficients are combined to reconstruct the original signal. Both 1-D and 2-D 

wavelet transforms were written in PV-WAVE code. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 

wavelet transform digital signal processing (DSP) procedure. It can be thought that 

convolution functions as signal shifting and decimation acts as dilation. Figures 3.3, 

3.4, and 3.5 show the procedures of forward wavelet transform and reverse 

wavelet transform for both 1-D and 2-D. The size of input data is an integer power 

of two. Therefore, size 1024 and 512 by 512 are chosen for 1-D and 2-D signal, 

respectively. The forward wavelet transform is used in calculating convolution and 

decimation for the transform. The forward code performs 4 levels decompositions, 

and the inverse code performs reconstructions. 

Wavelet Transform (FIR PR - QMF) 

Forward WT Reverse WT 

Shift and dilation 
Approxi. info.decimation10. 

Output signalInput signal Approxi. info. 

Part of detail information 
Detail information 

Figure 3.2 Wavelet transform 
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Figure 3.3 1-D wavelet transform flow chart 
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3.3 Test signals 

(1- D) simple patterns : 

A 1-D signal of size 1024 was generated. For testing purposes, this signal contains 

some typical characteristic components (e.g. constant, linear, sharp edges, high 

frequency, and low frequency) (see figure 3.6 (a)). Since the filter is designed to 

compress the above information, it is expected to result in high compression by 

using the wavelet transform (see figure 3.7). 

(2-D) simple patterns : 

A 2-D image of size 512 by 512 was created at depth of field 256 levels. The image 

figure 3.8 contains high and low contrast regions (e.g. pattern A, B and C). It is a 

perfect example for examining the efficiency of wavelet transform. Those patterns 

A, B, and C are expected to also result in high compression due to Daubechies's 

wavelet and scaling function. 

(2-D) complex or more detail information : 

A second image was used for testing how the wavelet transform treats the image 

containing more irregular patterns (see figure 3.11). This picture contains more 

complex information than the first picture (figure 3.8). It is not easy to tell how 

many patterns exists in the picture. The data compression rate was not expected 

to be higher than the first one. 

Reconstructed signals at compression ratio 89.25% : 

An important application of the wavelet transform is data compression. 

Image compression is the art and science of reducing the number of bits required 

to describe an image. The device that compresses the "source" image (i.e. the 
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original digital image) is called an "encoder", the output of this encoder is called 

the "compressed data". The compressed data may be stored or transmitted. The 

decoder is a device that reconstructs an image from the compressed data. The 

Fourier and wavelet transform are examples of the encoder and decoder devices. 

To illustrate the differences between the Fourier and the wavelet transforms, 

a sequence of reconstructed images and 1-D test signal are used to perform 

reconstruction (see figures 3.6 to 3.12). 

The overall procedure is to take the wavelet or Fourier transform of a 

digitized signal (e.g. test 1-D and 2-D; see figures 3.6(a) and 3.8), and then to 

allocate bits to the wavelet or Fourier coefficients or detail information in some 

highly nonuniform, optimized, manner. In general, large wavelet coefficients are 

kept, while small coefficients are discarded or truncated completely. 

Let us first compare two methods (Wavelet and Fourier Transforms) that are 

used to analyze and synthesize both 1-D and 2-D signals at compression ratio 

89.25%. Figure 3.6(b) and figure 3.9 illustrate the wavelet results and figure 3.6(b) 

and figure 3.10 illustrate the Fourier results. By visual inspection, one notices that 

the signals reconstructed from the wavelet transform are much better than the 

ones reconstructed from the Fourier transform. This is because that Fourier 

transform uses sines and cosines as its transform bases, they are not local, and 

the resolution is uniformly poor across the signal; also, the deletion of any 

components produces a mottled "ringing" everywhere. 

The wavelet reconstructed image of figure 3.9 illustrates the compromises 

made by the truncated wavelet representation. High-contrast edges (e.g. ant's 
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legs, its body light reflection pattern B, and pattern C) are maintained at a relatively 

high resolution, while low-contrast areas (the back ground pattern A,e.g.) are 

washed out or smoothed. 

Finally, let us compare the ant and tiger images for they have a very 

different texture. One contains simple patterns and the other one has complex 

ones. Under the same compression ratio, the quality of wavelet reconstructed ant 

is much better than the one of tiger; see figure 3.9 and figure 11. This is because 

Daubechies' wavelet picks up linear and constant nonstationary signal so well, it 

can compresses most parts of pattern A, B, and C in the ant's image and use very 

little information to reconstruct it. Insofar as the tiger image is concerned, 

Daubchies's wavelet transform does pick up those complex patterns, but they are 

all very important information to the inverse wavelet transform or reconstruction 

of the image. Therefore, at ratio 89.25%, the reconstructed tiger losses some local 

information compared to the ant image, but it is still better than Fourier 

reconstructed image; see figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.8 Test image 1. Pattern A: linear contrast; B: low contrast; 
C: high contrast. 
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Figure 3.9 Wavelet reconstructed image at compression rate 89.25%. 
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Figure 3.10 Fourier reconstructed image at compression rate 89.25%. 
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Figure 3.11 Test image 2. It contains lots of small details. 
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Figure 3.12 Wavelet recomstructed image at compression rate 89.25%. 
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Figure 3.13 Fourier recomstructed image at compression rate 89.25%. 
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Chapter 4 

Wavelet Analysis as a Signal Processing Method in Natural Resource 

4.1 Applications of Signal Processing Methods in Forest Ecology 

One of the main issues in ecology and forestry research today focuses on 

questions of scale. Management and conservation designs are now frequently 

directed at the landscape and regional scales. To provide the broader geographic 

perspective and analytic tools, most federal and state agencies now use GIS 

(Geographic Information Systems) and remote sensing. Digital imagery is used for 

many purposes including monitoring change in the ecosystem (e.g., forest health), 

performing inventories (e.g., timber volume), and evaluation of wildlife habitat 

(Jensen and Bourgeron, April 1993).The new dependence on digital data at larger 

scales has increased the use of image processing applications in environmental 

sciences. Generally, image processing methods are used for three main purposes 

in forestry and natural resource research: 1) scaling technology; 2) data 

compression; and 3) landscape classification. All three areas call for the application 

of improved signal processing methods. 

4.1.1 Scaling Technology 

The integration of landscape ecology, hierarchy theory, and patch dynamics 

into ecological theory over the past twenty years has effected a shift in study focus 

from the fine-scale (e.g., individual tree) to the landscape and regional scales (e.g., 

forested landscapes and watersheds). By necessity, ecologists and natural 
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resource managers view the ecosystem across spatial scales. Increasingly, studies 

are addressing or are embedded in issues of scale (Milne, 1993). While the 

technology to provide this perspective exits, there is a conceptual lag in translating 

knowledge of forest ecosystems across scales. In part, difficulties arise because 

the relationship between information transfer and ecological function across scales 

is not well understood. In signal processing terms the signal (e.g. ecologically 

meaningful unit) and noise (e.g., effectively negligible contribution to ecological 

significant function) need to be redefined with the scaling-up process effected by 

the use of satellite imagery. 

4.1.2 Data Compression 

With the increased use of remotely sensed data, there is a tremendous 

increase in computer resource demands. For example, forest monitoring covers 

both long time periods (e.g., annual surveys) and spatial extent (e.g., Pacific 

Northwest forests, Jensen and Bourgeron,1993). Additionally, remotely sensed 

data employed covers a range of resolutions (e.g., videography (1.0 m x 1.0 m) 

to AVHRR (1 km. x 1 km)). In anticipation of increased volumes of incoming data, 

efforts are being conducted to find ways by which the data can be efficiently and 

inexpensively managed while still providing adequate ecological information for 

forest assessment. Data compression methods need to be explored for this 

purpose. 
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4.1.3 Landscape Classification 

In most applications of remote sensing to natural resources, satellite 

imagery is subjected to a set of processing algorithms prior to analysis: image 

rectification, georeferencing, and spectral classsification. Image classification 

typically involves a statistically-based procedure by which spectral information of 

the information is classified (e.g., supervised classification). This procedure 

reassigns pixel values to a smaller class usually defined in terms of the landscape 

type (e.g., forest age and species composition). Spectral classification entails 

categorizing individual pixels into a finite set of classes. Classification algorithms 

are either considered as supervised or unsupervised. In the former case, a set of 

target classes (e.g., water, old growth, forest, young forest) are chosen apriori; the 

image is classified pixel by pixel into each of these classes according to some 

defined rule of statistical proximity. Conversely, unsupervised classfication ential 

chosing a certain number of classes; the classification algorithm categorizes pixels 

in maximally disparate classes. 

In neither case are neighborhood conditions considered, i.e., the spatial 

correlation of pixels are not included in the classification routine. Typically, 

classification methods are trained on individual pixels and their relative spectral 

values and do not include spatial pattern information. Because spatial context is 

largely ignored, a single, isolated pixel of a given spectral composition will be 

placed in the same class as a group of pixies in an aggregate of a particular 

shape. For example, while the spectral signature of old-growth and young Douglas-

fir trees may be similar, their textures are very distince. Misclassification may result 
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because of this spectral similarity. 

Until recently, classification methods have been exclusively limited to 

spectral information; spatial patterns and textures are mostly ignored. However, 

interest in spatial pattern and variability has stimulated improvement in classification 

methods to include textural information. Examples of such methods include the 

autocorrelation function or semi-variogram (Cohen et al., 1990). These methods 

have been successful in distinguishing spectrally similar classes. For example, 

young and old growth Douglas fir forests have similar spectral signatures. 

However, their texture (i.e., crown size and structure) is very different. The 

inclusion of this information contributes to improved characterization of stand 

condition. 

The wavelet is investigated as an ancillary tool to improve accuracy of 

spectral classifcation and to minimize misclassification. Because the wavelet's 

multi-frequency property, it can be used to isolate spectrally similar, pixels of a 

given frequency. Signal processing methods which accommodate multiple 

frequencies such as the wavelet are better suited for complex and multiple-scale 

patterns (Bradshaw, 1991).Thus, the wavelet effects a further classfication of pixels 

according to their spatial correlation (i.e., frequency) within a given class. 

4.2. Problem: Assessing the change in forest canopy patterns across 
scales 

A specific application of wavelet analysis is now presented for the case of 

forested landscapes of H.J. Andrew forest in the Pacific Northwest, U.S.A. 

High resolution images of the H.J. Andrew Forest encompassing 512 by 512 pixels 
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ranging from gray levels from 0 to 256. The scale of each pixel was 1.0 meter. 

Eight different images characteristic of distinct forest types (e.g., disturbance 

patterns, stand age) are shown in figure 4.1 (a) to (h). Pictures (a) and (e) are 

examples of trees are evenly distributed. Figures 4.1. (b), (c), (f), and (h) contain 

several clear cut regions and gaps between forest patterns. Figure 4.1 (d) consists 

of old and young trees regions. (g) contains almost half clear cut and old growth 

trees, and has the largest pattern amount all these images. 

There are three main objectives to the study : 1) to characterize the type 

and magnitude of change which occurs as the image of a forest canopy is 

degraded to coarser resolutions or scaling up; 2) identify ecologically significant 

measures of information change in image quality and evaluate efficacy of the 

wavelet as a method for data compression and improved satellite data storage. 3) 

image classification. The results of this study have implications for image 

processing applications in natural resources and monitoring methodology for the 

assessment of forest health and condition. 

4.2.1. Scaling-up Using the Wavelet Transform 

As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, multiresolution is the key to implement 

the wavelet transform; therefore by using wavelet transforms, we can zoom out 

and in the images to accomodate different users. The qualities of the scaled up 

images depend on the scaling and wavelet function used in the wavelet transform 

and the image texture. In order to see the difference of the qualities, two scaling 

and wavelet functions were chosen; one was Daubechies and the other is Haar. 

Figures 4.2 illustrate the results of Daubechies' scaling up from level 1 to level 4; 
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Figure 4.2 Daubechies' scaling up images. (a) to (h) are scaled up by 
appling Daubechies scaling funtion. Image in each section contains 
four scales: they are 2 meters, 4 meters, 8 meters, and 16 meters. 
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Figure 4.2 Continued 
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Figure 4.3 Haar's scaling up images. (a) to (h) are scaled up by appling 
Haar's scaling funtion. Image in each section contains four scales: they 
are 2 meters, 4 meters, 8 meters, and 16 meters. 
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Figure 4.3 Continued 
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2 meters, 4 meters, 8 meters and 16 meters. Figures 4.3 show the Haar' scaling 

and wavelet results. By visual inspection, we can immediately notice the difference 

at level 2, 3, and 4, and discern that Daubechies' scaling function is a better 

scaling tool than the Haar's scaling function. This is because that Haar's scaling 

function tries to use flat pieces to represent a nonstationary image. In result, 

approximation to most signals is very poor. 

To quantify the amount of information loss with scaling-up, the normalized 

mean square error NMSE was calculated. Its mathematical equation is expressed 

as the following: 

EE (x. x,i) 2
NMSE = EE
 

where ; represents original image pixel , and xf, represents processed image 

pixel. NMSE is one of the measuring methods often used in judging quality after 

processing an image (Zhang, 1989). Higher values of NMSE indicates poor quality 

of a processed image; lower values indicates higher quality. Figure 4.4 shows 

NMSE of both Daubechies and Haar's wavelet transform. The quality used in 

NMSE only indicates how much difference occurs during image scaling up. It does 

not reflect clarity of an image. The best way of judging an image may only depend 

on visual inspection (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 

Figure 4.4 (a) illustrates the Daubechies' NMSE change along with their 

scaling up. The largest value in level 4 is 0.27 and it occurred in section (e), the 

smallest one in the same level is 0.12 and it occurred in section (g). Figure 4.4 (b) 

illustrates the Haar's NMSE change along with their scaling up. The largest value 
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in level 4, 0.33, occurred in section (e), and the smallest one is 0.17 in section (g). 

From this point, an estimation could be made that the scaling up errors which 

occur in Haar are much greater than the errors that occur in Daubechies scaling 

function. We notice that all sections changes are pretty linear with respect to figure 

4.4 (b). It indicates that the picture is getting coarser and coarser linearly and we 

can see it exactly as we actually zoom out the images by using the zoom lens. We 

also found that (g) had a small variation of NMSE in comparison to other sections, 

therefore, we can indirectly to predicate that the image may contain large patterns. 

The changes of (b), (c), (f), and (h) are very similar, by looking at their original 

images, we notice that they have some similar parts, (i.e., each one contains clear 

cut , gaps, etc.). When scaling those images up, the small structures gradually 

disappear. The application of scaling up techniques can be used a cartographic 

example, suppose that we already have maps of the section (b) of the Andrew 

forest at scale of 1 to 2. Then there is no need to refer to new aerophoto images 

in order to construct a map of the section (b) at the scales of 1 to 4, 1 to 8, and 

1 to 16. The information needed to make those new maps is already contained in 

the first map at scale 1 to 2. Now we can conclude that the wavelet transform of 

the Daubechies scaling and wavelet functions has the general philosophy of the 

pyramid algorithms without smoothing or softening too much details and 

roughness of the original images. 

Returning to figure 4.2 (b) again, we examine the image from scale to scale. 

The original image contains clear-cut located at the upper left corner, old tree 

growth region located at the lower right corner, some small bushes located at 
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open cut, and gaps located at the upper right corner. At scale one, the difference 

at this point is not quite significant, but we can still notice that the contrast in small 

structure regions is low, however, it does not affect large structure; the gap is still 

there, the edges of small bushes are still visible. At scale two, just like scale one, 

things do not change too much, except those detail regions. At scale three, we are 

starting to lose information; the continuous line of gap shown in the original image 

became discontinuous, small bushes could hardly be seen, and the edges of large 

group trees became more clear. The significant change happened at scale four, 

at this scale all details, gap, small bushes disappeared, and only two large old 

growth tree regions could be obtained. Figure 4.3 (b) is the scaling up images 

made by Haar wavelet. At scaling level 3 and 4, they almost lost their shapes. So 

the Haar's scaling function is a very poor approximation tool. 

4.2.3. Data compression: quality 

Two mathematical transforms were used in order to perform data 

compression. One was Daubechies wavelet and the other one was Fourier 

transform. The results of both transform are illustrated in figure 4.6 and 4.7. All 

compressions are performed at same compression ratio of 90% of wavelet and 

Fourier coefficients. The wavelet coefficient were chosen by first derivative of 

wavelet coefficient function (Mallat,1994), see figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 is one section 

of wavelet coefficients plots and its first derivative coefficient plot. We could easily 

locate the local maxima value of wavelet coefficient by using its derivative plot, and 

keep all peak values and discard all other small ones. The same procedure was 

used to select the Fourier coefficients. All the reconstructed images indicate that 
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Figure 4.6 Reconstructed images from Daubechies wavelet coefficients. 
The images are transformed into wavelet domain via Daubechies wavelet 
basis; 90% of their wavelet coefficients are set to zero. 
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Figure 4.6 Continued 
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Figure 4.7 Reconstructed images from Fourier coefficients.The images 
are transformed into frequency domain via Fourier transform 90% of 
their coefficients are set to zero. 
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the wavelet approach has an advantage over Fourier. When we use Andrew 

forests section (b) as an example, we see the difference in the processed image 

made by Wavelet and Fourier transform. Figure 4.6 (b) shows the vivid gap and 

sharp edges of old tree canopy, and the contrast of the reconstructed image is still 

good. This is one of advantages of the wavelet. As studied in chapter two, the 

wavelet transform acts like a local filter and it records when and where the signal 

changed, and then by truncating those small coefficients we can greatly compress 

linear and constant components and reconstruct a acceptable image. This 

advantage of the wavelet transform is the disadvantage of the Fourier transform. 

One sees that since sines and cosines are nonlocal, the resolution in figure 4.7 (b) 

is uniformly poor everywhere, and shows low contrast and no edges of gaps in the 

old growth tree region. Consequently, we conclude that wavelet coefficients are 

better than the Fourier coefficients at preserving relevant details. 

4.2.4 Classification 

Classification is the process of sorting pixels into a finite number of individual 

classes, or categories, of data based on their data file values. If a pixel satisfies a 

certain set of criteria, then the pixel is assigned to the class that corresponds to 

those criteria. As described above, the wavelet decomposition classification 

technique is based on spatial pattern recognition. In level one, the output from the 

classifier separate the high frequencies pixels and low frequencies from input 

image. The process is repeated until the output is a constant gray value. This 

spatial classifier might consider such aspects as image texture, pixel proximity, 
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feature size, shape. These types of classifiers attempt to replicate the kind of 

spatial synthesis done by the human analyst during the visual interpretation 

process. Accordingly, they tend to be much more complex and computationally 

intensive than spectral pattern recognition procedures. 

The example used here to demonstrate the utility of the wavelet for 

classification is the Drift Creek watershed located in the Coast Range of central 

Oregon. This basin is of interest because it has both natural (uncut) and managed 

forests (Figure 4.8a). The image was first decomposed into four resolutions using 

the Daubechies wavelet (Figure 4.9 a-d). Each resultant filtered image was then 

classified into 10 classes at the four different scaling levels using unsupervised 

algorithm. Class 1 is defined as the water class (Figure 4.8b). The other 9 classes 

are defined as other names, which were ignored in this example in order to focus 

on the methodology. The white pixels in the pictures indicate class one. The 

resultant classifed images in Figures 4.10 a-d represent the water class at four 

resolutions or scales. 

Note that there are many misclassified pixels at level one. Level one is very 

close to the resolution of the original classified image. Many individual pixels are 

classifed as water when in reality the only water body is Drift Creek itself and a few 

standing water bodies. As the resolution is decreased, the classifed image 

becomes cleaner and cleaner; more and more noise (non-water pixels) are 

gradually filtered out leaving the main stem of the Drift Creek at resolution four 

(Figure 4.10d). At this resolution, the creek is well-defined and distinct. There is 

loss of the detail of the creek morphology but there is much greater gain in terms 
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of clarity. There is still a few pixels on the west side of the image which remain 

misclassifed, but overall the classification at resolution four is the best. Thus, an 

objective method of classification via a stratification of the water class by frequency 

has been achieved. This method can be repeated per spectral class. At the finish, 

these filtered classes may be added together to create a composite filtered 

classifed image. Because of the multi-resoltuion property of the wavelet, the analyst 

may chose to use different resolutions for each class. For example, certain spectral 

classes may be dominated by a given spatial correlation (e.g., old growth trees) 

which are distinct from that of water. Thus, a composite image may ultimately be 

composed of water class at resolution 4 and forest class at resolution 3. There is 

added flexibility with the choice of wavelet basis as well. 
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a1 b 

Figure 4.8 Drift Creek and its classification. a) Original image. 
b) Classification of original image at class one. 
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Figure 4.9 Scaling up Drift Creek a) level 1 image. b) level 2 
image. c) level 3 image. d) level 4 image. 
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a b
 
c d
 

Figure 4.10 Drift Creek classifications at 4 scales a) class 1 at level 1 
b) class 1 at level 2. c) class 1 at level 3. d) class 1 at level 4. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

This thesis has presented 1-D and 2-D multiresolution signal decomposition 

by using the wavelet transform and discussed its applications both in data 

compression and spatial filtering. The wavelet transform and Fourier transform were 

compared. Since wavelet analysis is one of many transforms methods which can be 

used for signal processing, it provides an alternative way to analyze signals. 

Because the wavelet transform is made from a short block filter, it has the ability to 

preserve the relationship between pattern scale and location. Because of this, it can 

work around any gaps in the data without guesswork, (This is not possible with the 

Fourier transform.) Therefore, it can be adapted to the analysis of non-stationary 

signals. 

Scaling and wavelets functions are the bases of the wavelet transform. They 

are used in forming a transform system. The scaling function plays the role of a 

lowpass filter or average; it produces an approximate information. The wavelet 

function acts like a highpass filter; it produces detail information; and the detail plus 

approximation information can be used to recover the original information. 

The link between wavelets and FIR filters were also studied. By using the 

haar wavelet, the illustration of multiresolution concepts were shown to help 

understand multiresolution analysis space. 

An 1-D signal and two 2-D images were carefully created to observe the 

efficiency of data compression between wavelet and Fourier transform. The 1-D 

contains some typical components (e.g. constant, linear, and high frequency), which 
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were expected to be detected by Daubechies' wavelet function. The two 2-D images 

considered here are very different. One (ant) contains very simple large textures: 

linear, constant, high, and low contrast. The other one (tiger) has very complex 

textures. They were all reconstructed at the compression rate of 89.25%. It was 

observed that the ones where the wavelet transform was used have better visual 

quality than the one where the Fourier transform was used. Between two wavelet 

transform reconstructed images, it was found that the quality of the ant's image is 

better than that of the tiger because the ant's image contains simple patterns. The 

Daubechies' wavelets did catch and compress those linear and constant patterns, 

it results in greatly data compression. 

The examples considered showed the limitation of Daubechies' wavelets. 

They work for some types of signals or images (i.e. constant and linear), but do not 

efficiently work for some complex types. Therefore, it is very important to choose the 

appropriate type of wavelet. 

Applications in forest ecology, typically in scaling, data compression, 

landscape classification, and patterns were the main objective of this thesis. By 

decomposing and thresholding the detail information of images, new patterns were 

formed due to scaling up effect. To quantify the amount of information loss with 

scaling up method, the normalized mean square error NMSE was calculated. This 

NMSE method was applied to analyze tree regions of Andrew forests. A small value 

of NMSE would imply that there exists a large patterns, and a large value would 

imply that there exists many small patterns. Finally ADAR images of H.J. Andrews 

Forest were selected as real image processing application. These eight images had 
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several varieties of forest patterns, and were analyzed and compressed in data 

values. It was noticed that all ADAR images could be compressed as low as 90% 

without loosing too much detail information. 

Wavelets and image processing: Future Trends 

Wavelet theory has provided what is already viewed as a fundamental formal 

description and design framework for multiresolution analysis. In image processing, 

wavelets are likely to find application in the following areas: a) Image coding: Image 

coding is one of the most important areas within image processing. Wavelets offer 

a powerful way to perform progressive coding and high ratio data compression. 

Adaptive techniques using wavelet transforms will almost certainly prove extremely 

useful for many applications (Villasenor, September, 1994). b) Pattern recognition: 

The flexibility to design wavelets with a particular application or signal characteristic 

in mind, and to combine wavelets with networks offers great potential for pattern 

recognition, and related tasks such as segmentation and classification. 
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APPENDIX 

2-D wavelet transform by using Daubechies 4 taps wavelet coefficients coded in PV-WAVE 

2-D inverse wavelet transform ( size 512 by 512) 

$ the program performs the invert wavelet transform and reconstruct the image 
$ input the wavelet coeffcients ( detail ) and approximation (a) 
$ detail: dll,d12,d13,d21,d22,d23,d31,d32,d33,d41,d42,d43 
$ d321,d322,d323; d211,d212,d213; d121,d122,d123;d011.d012,d013 
restore,'secl detail.sav' 

$ approx a4 (a321) 
restore,'secl approx.sav' 

$ testi set d11 d12 , and d13 to zero 
$for m=0,255 do begin 
$ for n=0,511 do begin 
$d011(m,n) =0.0 
$d012(m,n) =0.0 
$d013(m,n) =0.0 
$endfor 
$endfor 
$ test 2 set aditional details into 0 

$for m=0,127 do begin 
$ for n=0,255 do begin 
$d121(m,n) =0.0 
$d122(m,n) =0.0 
$d123(m,n) =0.0 
$endfor 
$endfor 
$ coefficients for H, and G *********** 
c0 = double(0.48296291) 
cl =double(0.83651630) 
c2 = double(0.22414387) 
c3=double(-0.12940952) 
pi = double(3.1415926586) 
$ inver wavelet transform a4 32 to a3 64 
$ do d322 + d323 first and then a321 + d321 ( 32x64) 64 is rows 
$ Inver array 
$ columes interperated by 2 32 to 64 
$ inver wavelet transform al 256 to a0 512 

ia333=fltarr(32,64) 
id333=fltarr(32,64) 
inhi41=fltarr(32,64) 
inlo41=fltarr(32,64) 
inhi41=d322+d323 
inlo41=d321+a321 

ia33 = fltarr(64,64) 
id33=fltarr(64,64) 
ia3 = fltarr(64,64) 
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$ invert wavelet input array 
for m=0,31 do begin 

for n=2,62,2 do begin
 
ia333(m,n) = c2 *inlo4l (m,n -2) + c1*inlo41(m,n-1) +cO*Inlo41(m,n)+ c3*inlo41(m,n +1)
 
ia333(m,n +1) =c3*Inlo41(m,n-2)-c0*inlo41(m,n-1) +c1*Inlo41(m,n)-c2*inlo41(m,n +1)
 

id333(m,n) = c2*inhi41(m,n-2) + c1*inhi41(m, n-1) + cOltinhi41(m,n) + c3*inhi41(m,n +1) 
id333(m,n + 1) = c3*inhi41(m,n-2)-c0*inhi41(m,n-1) +c1*Inhi41(m,n)-c2*inhi41(m,n +1) 

endfor 
$ first two elements covolution 
ia333(m,0) = cO*Inlo41(m,0) + c3*Inlo41(m,1) + c2*Inlo41(m,63-1) + c1*inlo41(m,63) 
ia333(m,1) = c1*inlo41(m,0)-c2*Inlo41(m,1) +c3*Inlo41(m,63-1)-cO*Inlo41(m,63) 
id333(m,0) = cO*inhi41(m,0) + c3*inhi41(m,1) + c2*inhi41(m,63-1) + c1*inhi41(m,63) 
id333(m,1) = c1*inhi41(m,0)-c2*inhi41(m,1) + c3*Inhi41(m,63-1)-cOlnhi41(m,63) 

endfor 
$ now , we have ia333, and id333(32x64) , we need transpose them in order to perform 
columes interpolation 
ia333=transpose(1a333)
 
id333 = transpose(id333)
 
$ 64x32
 
$ do columes inter by 2 

for m=0,63 do begin 
for n=0,31 do begin 
ia33(m,2*n)=Ia333(m,n) 
id33(m,2*n+1)=id333(m,n)
 
endfor
 

endfor 
ia3 = ia33 + id33 
$ get a3 time 
rea3 = fltarr(64,64) 
for m=0,63 do begin 

for n=2,62,2 do begin
 
rea3(m,n)=c2*Ia3(m,n-2)+ c1*Ia3(m,n-1)+ cO*1a3(m,n)+c3*Ia3(m,n+1)
 
rea3(m,n+1)=c3*ia3(m,n-2)-c0*ia3(m,n-1)+c1*ia3(m,n)-c2*ia3(m,n+1)
 

endfor
 
rea3(m,0)=c0*ia3(m,0)+c3*ia3(m,1)+c2*ia3(m,63-1)+c11a3(m,63)
 
rea3(m,1) = c1*ia3(m,0)-c2*ia3(m,1) + c3*Ia3(m,63-1)-c0 Na3(m,63)
 

endfor 
print,'rea3 is done'

$ ******************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *end of 23 to 64 rea3 should 
be close to a3 
$ stage 2 image from a3 to a2 (64x64) to (128x128) 
$ rea3 needs be transposed and interporated before feed into filter (64,128) 
rea3=transpose(rea3) 
ia211 =fltarr(64,128) 
inlo31=fltarr(64,128) 
inhi31=fltarr(64,128) 

$ detail coefficients from data storage 
for m=0,63 do begin 

for n=0,63 do begin 
ia211(m,2*n) = rea3(m,n) 
endfor
 

endfor
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inlo31=ia211+d211 
inhi3l = d212 +d213 
$ input is ready (64,128) 
$ a3 to a2 
$ columes interperated by 2 64 to 128 , which are done before 

ia222=fltarr(64,128)
 
id222=fltarr(64,128)
 

la22=fltarr(128,128)
 
022 =fltarr(128,128)
 
ia2 =fltarr(128,128)
 

$ invert wavelet input array 
for m=0,63 do begin 

for n=2,126,2 do begin
 
ia222(m,n) =c2*inlo31(m,n-2) + cl*inlo31(m,n-1) + cO*Inlo31(m,n) + c3*inlo31(m,n +1)
 
ia222(m,n + 1) = c3*Inlo31(m,n-2)-c0*inlo31(m, n-1) +c1 *inlo31(m,n)-c2*Inlo31(m,n + 1)
 

Id222(m,n)= c2*Inhi31(m,n-2) + c1 *inhi31(m,n-1) +c0*inhi31(m,n) +c3*inhi31(m,n +1) 
id222(m,n +1) = c3*inhi31(m,n-2)-cOlnh131(m,n-1)+ cl *inhi31(m,n)-c2*inhi31(m,n +1) 

endfor 
$ first two elements covolution
 
ia222(m,0) = cO*Inlo31(m,0) + c3*inlo31(m,1)+ c2*inlo31(m,127-1) + c1 *inlo31(m,127)
 
ia222(m,1) = c1 *inlo31(m,0)-c2*inlo31(m,1) +c3*Inlo31(m,127-1)-cOlnlo31(m,127)
 
id222(m,0) = cO*Inhi31(m,0) + c3*inhi31(m,l) + c2*Inhi31(m,127-1) + cl *inhi31(m,127)
 
id222(m,1) = c1 *inhi31(m,0)-c2*Inh131(m,1) +c3*Inhi31(m,127-1)-c0*inhi31(m,127)
 

endfor 
$ now , we have ia222, and id222(64,128) , we need transpose them in order to perform 
columes interpolation 
ia222=transpose(ia222)
 
id222=transpose(id222)
 
$ 128x64
 
$ do columes inter by 2 

for m=0,127 do begin 
for n=0,63 do begin 
ia22(m,2 *n) = ia222(m,n) 
id22(m,2*n+1)=id222(m,n)
 
endfor
 

endfor 
ia2 = ia22 + id22 
$ get a2 time 
rea2 =fltarr(128,128) 
for m=0,127 do begin 

for n=2,126,2 do begin
 
rea2(m,n)=c2*ia2(m,n-2)+cl*ia2(m,n-1)+c0*ia2(m,n)+c3*ia2(m,n+1)
 
rea2(m,n+1)=c3*ia2(m,n-2)-c0*ia2(m,n-1)+ c1 *ia2(m,n)-c2*ia2(m,n+1)
 

endfor
 
rea2(m,0) = cO*ia2(m,0) + c3*ia2(m,1) + c2*ia2(m,127-1) + cl *ia2(m,127)
 
rea2(m,1)=c1 *ia2(m,0)-c2*Ia2(m,1)+c3*ia2(m,127-1)-c0 *Ia2(m,127)
 

endfor
 
print,'rea2 is done'

$ ********** ******** * ***** ***************** ***** *****eno of 64 to 128 rea2 should 
be close to a2 
$ stage 3 a2 to al 128 to 256 
$ rea2 needs be transposed and interporated before feed into filter (128,256) 
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rea2 =transpose(rea2)
 
ia121=fltarr(128,256)
 
inlo21=fltarr(128,256)
 
inhi21=fltarr(128,256)
 
$ detail coefficients from data storage
 
for m=0,127 do begin
 

for n=0,127 do begin
 
la121(m,2*n)=rea2(m,n)
 
endfor
 

endfor 
inlo21=ia121+d121 
inhi21=d122+d123 
$ input is ready (128,256) 
$ a2 to al 
$ columes interperated by 2 128 to 256 , which have been done . 

la111=fltarr(128,256)
 
id111=fltarr(128,256)
 

ial 1 =fltarr(256,256)
 
idl l =fltarr(256,256)
 
ial =fltarr(256,256)
 

$ invert wavelet input array 
for m=0,125 do begin 

for n=2,254,2 do begin
 
ia111(m,n) = c2*inlo21(m,n-2) + cl*inlo21(m,n-1) +cO*Inlo21(m,n) + c3*inlo21(m,n +1)
 
ial 1 1(m,n + 1) = c3*inlo21(m,n-2)-cO*Inlo21(m,n-1) + c1 *inlo21(m,n)-c2*inlo21(m,n + 1)
 

id111(m,n)=c2*inhi21(m,n-2) + cl*inhi21(m,n-1) + cO*Inhi21(m,n)+c3*inh121(m,n+ 1) 
id111(m,n +1) = c3*inhi21(m,n-2)-c0*inhi21(m,n-1) + cl*inhi21(m,n)-c2*inhi21(m,n +1) 

endfor 
$ first two elements covolution
 
ia111(m,0) = cO*inlo21(m,0) +c3*inlo21(m,1) +c2*inlo21(m,255-1) + cl*inlo21(m,255)
 
ia111(m,1) = c1 *inlo21(m,0)-c2*inlo21(m,1) +c3*inlo21(m,255-1)-c0 *Inlo21(m,255)
 
id111(m,0) =c0*inhi21(m,0) + c3*Inhi21(m,l) + c2*Inhi21(m,255-1) + cl*inhi21(m,255)
 
id111(m,1) =cl*Inhi21(m,0)-c2*inhi21(m,1) +c3*inhi21(m,255-1)-c0*inhi21(m,255)
 

endfor 
$ now , we have ia111, and id111(128,256) , we need transpose them in order to perform 
columes interpolation 
ia111=transpose(ia111)
 
id111=transpose(id111)
 
$ 256x128
 
$ do columes inter by 2 

for m=0,255 do begin 
for n=0,127 do begin 
ial 1 (m,2*n) = ia111(m,n) 
idl 1 (m,2*n +11= id111(m,n) 
endfor 

endfor 
$ 256x256 
ial=iall+idll 
$ get al time 
real =fltarr(256,256) 
for m=0,255 do begin 

for n=2,254,2 do begin 
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real (m,n) = c2*ial (m,n-2) + cl*ial (m,n-1) + cO*Ial (m,n)+c3*Ial (m,n +1)
 
real (m,n + 1) = c3*Ial (m,n-2)-c0*ial (m,n-1) + cl *ial (m,n)-c2*Ia1 (m,n +1)
 

endfor
 
real (m,0) = cO*Ial (m,0) +c3*ia1 (m,1) +c2*ial (m,255 -1) + cl *Ial (m,255)
 
real (m,1) = cl *ial (m,0)-c2*ia1 (m,1)+ c3*ia1 (m,255-1)-cO*Ial (m,255)
 

endfor 
print,'real is done' 
$ ****** end of a2 to al . real should be very close to al 
$ stage 4 ,last stage al to a0 
$ real needs be transposed and interporated before feed into filter (256,512) 
real =transpose(real) 
ia011=fltarr(256,512) 
inlol l =fltarr(256,512) 
inhil 1 =fltarr(256,512) 
$ detail coefficients from data storage 
for m=0,255 do begin 

for n=0,255 do begin
 
ia011(m,2*n) = real (m,n)
 
endfor
 

endfor 
inlol 1 = ia011 +d011 
inhill=d012+d013 
$ input is ready (256,512) 
$ al to a0 
$ columes interperated by 2 128 to 256 , which have been done . 

ia000=fltarr(256,512)
 
id000=fltarr(256,512)
 

Ia00=fltarr(512,512)
 
id00=fltarr(512,512)
 
la° =fltarr(512,512)


$ * ******** **********************************************trom 256 to 512 
icoefd1213 =fltarr(256,512) 
icoef11a011 = fltarr(256,512) 

$ icoefd1213=d012+d013 
$ icoeflla011=d011+ia011 

icoefd1213 = inhil 1 
icoefl la011 = inlol 1 
$ invert wavelet input array 
for m=0,255 do begin 

for n=2,510,2 do begin 
ia000(m,n) = c2*icoefl la011(m,n-2) + cl *icoef11a011(m,n-1) + cO*icoefl la011(m,n) + c3*icoe 
flla011(m,n+1) 
ia000(m,n + 1) = c3*Icoefl la011(m,n-2)-c0*icoefl la011(m,n-1) +c1 *Icoefl la011(m,n)-c2*ico 
eflla011(m,n+1) 
id000(m,n) = c2*icoefd1213 (m, n-2) +c1 *Icoefd1213(m, n-1) + cOlcoefd1213(m,n) + c3*icoefd 1 
213(m,n+1) 
id000(m,n + 1) = c3*icoefd1213(m, n-2)-c0*icoefd1213 (m, n-1) + cl *icoefd1213(m,n)-c2*icoefd 
1213(m,n+1) 

endfor 
ia000(m,0) = cOlcoefl la011(m,0) + c3*icoefl la011(m,l) +c2*Icoefl la011(m,511-1) + cl *ico 

eflla011(m,511) 
ia000(m,1) = cl *icoefl1a011(m,0)-c2*icoefl la011(m,l) + c3*icoefl la011(m,511-1)-c0*icoefl 
la011(m,511) 
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id000(m,0) = cO*icoefd 1 213 (m,0) + c3*icoefd 1 213 (m,1) + c2*Icoefd 1 213 (m,511-1) + cl *icoefd 
1213(m,511) 
id000(m,1) = c1 icoefd1213(m,0)-c2*icoefd1213(m,1) +c3*Icoefd1213(m,511-1)-cOlcoefd12 

13(m,511) 
endfor 

$ now , we have ia000, and id000 (256x512) , we need transpose them in order to perform 
columes interpolation 
ia000=transpose(ia000)
 
id000=transpose(id000)
 
$ 512x256
 

$ do columes inter by 2 
for m=0,511 do begin 

for n=0,255 do begin 
ia00(m,2*n)=ia000(m,n) 
id00(m,2*n+1)=id000(m,n)
 
endfor
 

endfor 
la° =fltarr(512,512) 
ia0 = ia00 + id00 
resignal =fltarr(512,512) 
$for m=0,511 do begin 

$ resignal(m,0)=c0*ia0(m,0)+c3*ia0(m,1)+c2*Ia0(m,511-1)+clia0(m,511) 
$ resignal(m,1)=cl*Ia0(m,0)-c2*ia0(m,1)+c3*ia0(m,511-1)-cOla0(m,511) 

$ endfor 
for m=0,511 do begin 

for n=2,510,2 do begin
 
resignal(m,n)=c2*ia0(m,n-2)+clia0(m,n-1)+cOla0(m,n)+c3*ia0(m,n+1)
 
resignal(m,n+1)=cria0(m,n-2)-c0*ia0(m,n-1)+cl*Ia0(m,n)-c2*ia0(m,n+1)
 

endfor
 
resignal(m,0)=c0*Ia0(m,0)+c3 *ia0(m,1)+c2*Ia0(m,511-1)+c1 ia0(m,511)
 
resignal(m,1) = cl *ia0(m,0)-c2*ia0(m,1) + c3*ia0(m,511-1)-cO*Ia0(m,511)
 

endfor 
openw, l ,'intest4. bin' 
writeu,1,a321,rea3,rea2,real,resignal 
close,1 
end 




